The Catenoid

“The There is in all things a pattern that is part of our universe. It has symmetry, elegance, and grace”  
Frank Herbert, author of Dune

Similar in shape to a Pringles potato chip, but more square. Allowing for easy stacking for storage and shipping.

Catenoid structures reveal the inherent symbiosis between alien life-form and the Watery. Catenoid skeletons provide both the internal structure for the distillation tube (horizontal orientation) and the distilled H₂O tank (vertical orientation). While at the same time also providing for the external scaffold for the artistic rendering of the body and head of the sandworm, respectively. Soft internal, accent lighting will underscores the simple poetry and genius in nature’s sublime and elegant form and function.

Model of a vertical catenoid skeleton sheathed in plaster of paris.

Vertical catenoid skeleton within an alien flower. Providing for both the integrity of the internal water feed tanks and the artistic form.